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Taking a discerning look at the areas of greatest concern to many can act as a powerful guide to our 

higher selves and future opportunities we can take advantage of as well as help us to learn where any 

obstacles may be placed in our path so that we can gracefully overcome them. 

In this specialized study we will look at the following key areas: 

• Finances (Ascendant and 2nd House Ruler) 

• Higher Education (Ascendant, 9th House, and Mercury) 

• Marriage (Ascendant, 7th House, and Venus) 

• Profession (Ascendant, Moon, and Saturn) 

• Happiness (Ascendant, Jupiter, and Sun) 

Finances - 8th House Pisces 

The 8th House is a succedent house which basically means “following” or “subsequent to” the leading 

angular house. As a succedent this is a house that provides support. This house will point to your 

belongings, to what is yours, and to what is supportive of the preceding angular house before it. In this 

case the 8th House supports the angular 7th House. 

The 8th House is ruled by Mars under a traditional rulership and Pluto under modern rulership. It is also 

governed by the element of water. This is the house of inheritances, sexuality, power, risk, losses, 

desires, temptations, and how we learn to deal with our shadow or darker side of our personality. This 

house at the hour of birth denotes potential phases of transformations, crisis, and areas of waste in our 

lives that we would do well to pay attention to and adequately prepare for. 

The 8th House rules money accumulated through partnership or marriage and more generally other 

people’s money so think inheritances, debt, taxes, joint finances (spouse/partner), and loans.  

One may worry about their joint finances and investing fearing the worst, but will need to trust their 

intuition which is very strong. This placement may indicate the need to set aside what one wants for the 

sake of others. Transforming one’s self may require some sacrifices and one may be inspired spiritually 

to change. 

There’s a drive found here for bettering one’s self and perhaps tearing down one’s self or one’s life so 

they can start over again. This is the type of person who sees what they want and takes it. However, 

they need to learn to not hoard their resources so much and to share with others. Possessiveness won’t 

serve anyone well. 

One may have issues with intimacy that leads to assorted problems. Ensure that you don’t become 

attracted to the wrong people. One with this position can have issues dealing with other people’s 

money, joint finances, or use it as a way of controlling others or letting themselves be controlled by 

others. 

  

  



Higher Education - 12th House Cancer 

This house is a cadent house or the last house in each quadrant of the natal chart. Planets in this house 

are often going to have less of an impact on your manifested life path. Yet these houses indicate areas 

of learning for us as they portend areas where we must transform ourselves, grow, improve, and further 

develop from weakness to strength. In other words, cadent houses show areas of nurture, whereas the 

other houses, the angular and succedent, can be thought of as more indicative of your nature or what 

you are born with. 

The 12th House is ruled by Jupiter under a traditional rulership and Neptune under a modern rulership. 

It is also governed by the element of water. Here we find self-awareness and self-sacrifice. It can denote 

the nature of personal trials we suffer in our lives, the losses or obstacles we experience as we try to 

achieve our goals, and self-actualization. This house tells us of the hero’s journey via what you must go 

through and endure to achieve success. 

The house can also show what we perceive to be our limitations. Since we perceive these attributes to 

be our limitations, they potentially become a form of self-fulfilling prophecy. Being conscious of the 

influences in the 12th House can help us transform weaknesses into strengths. 

This is the house of suffering through epiphanies and awakenings. It is the house of karmic difficulties, 

enemies, personal inner crises, and what pains us to bring us toward self-actualization. The 12th House 

tells the story of the demons we face to achieve transcendence. 

One keeps their emotions to themself not wanting anyone to see just how emotional they can be while 

also coming across as fun and free. When comfortable and not feeling threatened one can show how 

sensitive they are. Your individual goal is to work on being more sensitive to other people. 

This placement gives one a sense of faith that doesn’t waver and is instinctual. It is the hallmark of those 

who just know that things will work out okay and they usually do. There’s always someone there to help 

when we need help the most. One likes doing things by themself and reflecting upon their life which 

allows them to replenish themselves. Extremely compassionate and giving wanting to do as much as one 

can to help others, but not caring about getting rewards or credit for it. Just knowing they helped is 

enough. 

The 12th House does like to hide the energies of the planets within it so one can hide their compassion 

and spiritual self while worrying about showing vulnerability. Until one develops a strong spiritual side 

they may be prone to running away from things in life. Knowing that they are a strong person who will 

make it through anything life throws at them is a huge confidence boost. 

  



Marriage - 9th House Aries 

This house is a cadent house as well. This is going to be an area of learning for us, and what goes on in 

this house will denote areas where we must transform ourselves, grow, improve, and further develop 

from weakness to strength. In other words, the cadent 9th House shows areas of higher learning, 

growth, and spiritual development that further enhance and support both the preceding angular 7th 

House of our unions and relationships and the following angular 10th House of our social status and 

career goals. 

This house is ruled by Jupiter and the element fire. This house relates to how we view spirituality, 

religion, or mystical matters. It shows our relationship to Spirit, God, the Divine, or how well (or not 

well) connected we are to the collective unconscious. It is the house of divination, journeys, higher 

education, and self-actualization. This house will offer a sense of your life philosophies. 

One enjoys going on adventures and may have no problems coming up with plans to do work that’s new 

and interesting. Here one will have an optimistic attitude and feel that they can get anything done that 

they really want to. 

Life is one giant learning experience. One could love school, get multiple degrees, or spend a large chunk 

of their life in school. Even if one hated school they still love to learn and experience can be a good 

teacher. This placement indicates one who may be a good teacher wanting to share everything they 

have learned. One could also be a writer or in publishing, being a natural storyteller, loving to travel to 

exotic places, and have an interest in cultures that are different from their own. 

  



Profession - 5th House Sagittarius 

This house is a succedent house. This house will be supportive of the preceding angular house before it. 

In this case the 5th House supports the angular 4th House. 

This house is ruled by the Sun and the element fire. It is the house of creativity and fertility. It often 

shows our creations, our children or progeny, and our personal pursuits. The 5th House can reveal what 

our hobbies are or areas that are going to be of general interest to us. This house can also indicate our 

love affairs and secondary relationships. 

This placement is about the love of fun and the need to have time in our life for hobbies and doing 

whatever one wants. This is someone that everyone wants to spend their free time with because it’s 

going to be a great adventure. One may not take life too seriously and can be hard to pin down desiring 

freedom for a while. 

Expressing one’s self in some way is of the utmost importance with this placement. If one doesn’t feel as 

though they can truly express themself they instead feel stifled and unhappy. Desiring to be seen and 

heard, to get attention from others, and being drawn to the spotlight one can go into the arts especially 

theater, film, or sports. Pleasant to be around allows for one to always be surrounded by others. This is 

the placement of those who like being social, having many acquaintances they can spend time with, and 

who love going to parties, out to dinner, or shopping and having fun. 

  



Happiness - 11th House Gemini 

This house is a succedent house. This house will be supportive of the preceding angular house before it. 

In this case the 11th House supports the angular 10th House. 

This house is ruled by Saturn under a traditional rulership and Uranus under a modern rulership. It is 

also governed by the element air. This is the house of community. This house denotes who our friends 

are, what our relationship to our community is, and how our external selves manifest in society. This is a 

social house focused on our group involvements, humanitarianism, and how we might contribute to our 

community. This is also the house that denotes our social or supportive network. 

One may be mostly casual yet need the social interaction for mental stimulation. When it comes to their 

dreams one may have two specifically that they want or they can go from one dream to the next quickly 

and easily. 

Here we find the loner archetype to a degree. Making friends is difficult for them, and they can feel 

uncomfortable in social situations. This is due to their inability to withstand superficial connections so 

any friendships that they may have are kept for life. These friendships need to be made with stable and 

reliable people. This placement is about finding one’s individuality. They don’t want to blend in and be 

like everyone else, but this too can cause them to reject everyone else. Insecurity is the root of the 

problem. The 11th House also rules dreams and Saturn here can delay receiving one’s dreams until later 

in life or cause one to not commit to any dream. Release the fear that holds you back. 

The people that will be admired are the ones who are innovative, original, and their own person. One 

may dazzle a crowd, but have issues actually connecting with people on an emotional level as well as 

look down on people who aren’t as open to new ideas as they are. When around people who share 

similar beliefs and who want to work with you towards a shared common goal you can flourish so long 

as they don’t stifle one too much. 

 


